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The Mexican Mahjar
Transnational Maronites, Jews, and Arabs under the French Mandate

By Camila Pastor

Drawing extensively on French colonial archives and historical ethnography, this book offers the first global history of Middle Eastern migrations to Latin America and the creation of Arab, French, and Mexican transnational networks.

UT Press controls all rights.

December 2017 | 6 x 9 | 374 pp. | 6 b&w photos | 1 map | $29.95 paperback

Music, Sound, and Architecture in Islam

Edited by Michael Frishkoff and Federico Spinetti
Foreword by Ali Asani

Bringing together the perspectives of ethnomusicology, Islamic studies, art history, and architecture, this edited collection explores how sound production in built environments is central to Muslim religious and cultural expression.

UT Press controls all rights.

October 2017 | 6 x 9 | 446 pp. | 19 color and 90 b&w photos | $29.95 paperback

Bad Girls of the Arab World

Edited by Nadia Yaqub and Rula Quawas

This interdisciplinary collection of writing by and about Arab women is the first that focuses explicitly on Arab women's often-fraught engagement with the boundaries that shape their lives in the twenty-first century.

UT Press controls all rights

September 2017 | 6 x 9 | 234 pp. | 10 b&w photos | $27.95 paperback

A History of Slavery and Emancipation in Iran, 1800–1929

By Behnaz A. Mirzai

The leading authority on slavery and the African diaspora in modern Iran presents the first history of slavery in this key Middle Eastern country and shows how slavery helped to shape the nation's unique character.

UT Press controls all rights

May 2017 | 6 x 9 | 356 pp. | 14 b&w photos | 4 maps | $34.95 paperback
About Antiquities
Politics of Archaeology in the Ottoman Empire
BY ZEYNEP ÇELİK
Masterfully examining the competing claims and aspirations of museums, government officials, archaeologists, and excavation laborers, this book sheds new light on the role of archaeology in empire-building around the turn of the twentieth century.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2016 | 6 x 9 | 296 pp. | 12 color and 89 b&w photos | 6 maps | $27.95 paperback

Industrial Sexuality
Gender, Urbanization, and Social Transformation in Egypt
BY HANAN HAMMAD
With fascinating glimpses into the lives of working-class men and women, this study of the urbanization of a provincial Egyptian factory town reveals how industrialization transformed masculine and feminine identities, sexualities, and public morality.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2016 | 6 x 9 | 292 pp. | 5 b&w photos | 2 maps | $27.95 paperback

Connecting with the Enemy
A Century of Palestinian-Israeli Joint Nonviolence
BY SHEILA H. KATZ
Surveying the initiatives of more than five hundred groups across the past century, this timely book reveals how thousands of ordinary Israelis and Palestinians have worked together to end violence and forge connections between their peoples.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2016 | 6 x 9 | 284 pp. | 5 maps | $27.95 paperback

A People Without a State
The Kurds from the Rise of Islam to the Dawn of Nationalism
BY MICHAEL EPPEL
This comprehensive history traces the complex development of Kurdish distinctiveness from the beginnings of Islam through the decline of the Ottoman Empire and the emergence of Kurdish nationalism after World War I.

UT Press controls all rights
September 2016 | 6 x 9 | 194 pp. | 4 maps | $24.95 paperback
Practicing Transnationalism
American Studies in the Middle East
EDITED BY EILEEN T. LUNDY AND EDWARD J. LUNDY
Practicing Transnationalism explores the challenges of teaching American studies in the Middle East during a time of tension and conflict between the United States and the region.

UT Press controls all rights
September 2016 | 6 x 9 | 288 pp. | 7 b&w photos | $27.95 paperback

Subversives and Mavericks in the Muslim Mediterranean
A Subaltern History
EDITED BY ODILE MOREAU AND STUART SCHAAR
PREFACE BY EDMUND BURKE III
This book presents key moments from the lives of mavericks in the Muslim Mediterranean world at the turn of the twentieth century, showing how their nonconformity forced those around them to rethink basic values and mores.

UT Press controls all rights
September 2016 | 6 x 9 | 230 pp. | 10 b&w photos | 1 map | $55.00 hardcover

Brand Islam
The Marketing and Commodification of Piety
BY FAEGHEH SHIRAZI
Focusing on the rise of “Brand Islam,” this book considers how the highly lucrative marketing of goods and services as “Islamic” or “halal” is reshaping the religious, cultural, and economic lives of Muslim consumers and communities around the globe.

UT Press controls all rights
August 2016 | 6 x 9 | 336 pp. | 52 b&w photos | $24.95 paperback

Afghanistan
Between Hope and Fear
BY PAULA BRONSTEIN
FOREWORD BY KIM BARKER
INTRODUCTION BY CHRISTINA LAMB
One of the world’s leading female photojournalists presents a powerful photo-essay of daily life in war-torn Afghanistan, offering the most complete visual narrative history of this pivotal Middle East country.

UT Press controls all rights
June 2016 | 11 x 10 | 228 pp. | 114 color photos | $50.00 hardcover
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Islam and Popular Culture
By Edited by Karin Van Nieuwkerk, Mark Levine, and Martin Stokes
With well-structured chapters by leading scholars who explain key developments and concepts clearly, Islam and Popular Culture is the first comprehensive overview of this important subject.

The Ba‘thification of Iraq
Saddam Hussein’s Totalitarianism
By Aaron M. Faust
This fascinating analysis of a wealth of documents from the Hussein regime reveals the specific tactics used to inculcate loyalty in the Iraqi people during the nearly quarter century-long rule of Saddam Hussein and the Ba‘th party.

Muhammad in the Digital Age
Edited by Ruqayya Yasmine Khan, Foreword by Randall Nadeau
This remarkable collection of essays examines how Islam was introduced to the West through the Internet in an age of terrorism.

Nurturing Masculinities
Men, Food, and Family in Contemporary Egypt
By Nefissa Naguib
Dispelling the illusion that Middle Eastern men can be fully understood through the lenses of domination and patriarchy, this book looks at contemporary Egyptian food-ways to better understand how men enact masculinity in displays of caregiving and love through food.
Modernizing Patriarchy
The Politics of Women’s Rights in Morocco

BY KATJA ŽVAN ELLIOTT

This ethnographic study breaks the silence on women’s rights and contemporary development in Morocco, where legal and educational advances are actually leaving some women behind, especially educated, single women.

UT Press controls all rights
September 2015 | 6 x 9 | 256 pp. | 5 b&w photos | $55.00 hardcover

Crescent over Another Horizon
Islam in Latin America, the Caribbean, and Latino USA

EDITED BY MARIA DEL MAR LOGROÑO NARBONA, PAULO G. PINTO, AND JOHN TOFIK KARAM

In the first book to comprehensively examine the Islamic experience in Latina/o societies—from Columbian voyages to the post-9/11 world—more than a dozen luminaries from nations throughout the Western Hemisphere explore how Islam indelibly influenced the making of the Americas.

UT Press controls all rights
September 2015 | 6 x 9 | 368 pp. | 16 b&w photos | $60.00 hardcover

The Last Civilized Place
Sijilmasa and Its Saharan Destiny

BY RONALD A. MESSIER AND JAMES A. MILLER

Drawing on archaeological discoveries and historical accounts, this book tells the lively story of Morocco’s legendary golden city and its pivotal role in medieval transcontinental trade, the spread of Islam, and the rise of several ruling dynasties.

UT Press controls all rights
June 2015 | 6 x 9 | 288 pages | 41 b&w photos, 14 b&w illustrations | 11 maps | $55.00 hardcover

Competitive Archaeology in Jordan
Narrating Identity from the Ottomans to the Hashemites

BY ELENA CORBETT

Tracing the complex history of Jordan through its archaeology, Competitive Archaeology in Jordan examines how foreign and indigenous powers have competed for and used antiquities to create their own narratives, national identities, borders, and conceptions of the nation.

UT Press controls all rights
January 2015 | 6 x 9 | 306 pp. | 11 b&w photos | 2 maps | $55.00 hardcover
North Africa, Revised Edition
A History from Antiquity to the Present
BY PHILLIP C. NAYLOR
Now with a new afterword that surveys the “North African Spring” uprisings that roiled the region from 2011 to 2013, this is the most comprehensive history of North Africa to date, with accessible, in-depth chapters covering the pre-Islamic period through colonization and independence.

UT Press controls all rights
January 2015 | 6 x 9 | 384 pp. | 15 maps | $29.95 paperback

Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Children of Afghanistan
The Path to Peace
EDITED BY JENNIFER HEATH AND ASHRAF ZAHEDI
A sweeping examination of Afghanistan’s most vulnerable individuals and the myriad of problems that confront them, Children of Afghanistan not only explores the host of crises that has led the United Nations to call the country “the worst place on earth to be born,” but also offers child-centered solutions to rebuilding the country.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2014 | 6 x 9 | 362 pp. | 2 new illustrations, 13 b&w photos | 1 map | $55.00 hardcover

Kurdish Awakening
Nation Building in a Fragmented Homeland
BY OFRA BENGIO
Kurdish Awakening is a comprehensive examination of the sweeping developments in “Greater Kurdistan” over the past few decades, analyzing the growth of this nationalistic yet fragmented movement and illuminating its geopolitical implications.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2014 | 6 x 9 | 332 pp. | 2 b&w photos | 5 maps | $60.00 hardcover

Foodways and Daily Life in Medieval Anatolia
A New Social History
BY NICOLAS TRÉPANIER
Bringing to life an overlooked aspect of the dawn of the Ottoman empire, this illuminating study uses the prism of food—from farming to mealtimes, religious rituals, and commerce—to understand how Anatolian society gave rise to a superpower.

UT Press controls all rights
November 2014 | 6 x 9 | 264 pp. | 1 map | $55.00 hardcover
Queer Beirut
BY SOFIAN MERABET
Queer Beirut paves the way for a timely anthropological conversation about gender and queer identities in both Middle Eastern studies and urban studies.

UT Press controls all rights
October 2014 | 6 x 9 | 304 pp. | 28 b&w photos | 2 maps | $55.00 hardcover

Rethinking Iranian Nationalism and Modernity
EDITED BY KAMRAN SCOT AGHAIE AND AFSHIN MARASHI
An illuminating anthology of more than a dozen innovative perspectives on the making of modern Iranian nationhood, from Orientalism and historiography to the role of land/place, identity, religion, and contested visions of modernity in twentieth-century Iran.

UT Press controls all rights
July 2014 | 6 x 9 | 380 pp. | 12 b&w photos | $55.00 hardcover

Arab Responses to Fascism and Nazism
Attraction and Repulsion
BY ISRAEL GERSHONI
This collection rethinks old paradigms and widely accepted assumptions about the Arab response to fascism and Nazism, bringing to light Arab support for the Allied forces during World War II and its effect on the fate of the Middle East.

UT Press controls all rights
July 2014 | 6 x 9 | 372 pp. | 6 b&w photos, 20 line drawings | $65.00 hardcover

The Making of Arab Americans
From Syrian Nationalism to U.S. Citizenship
BY HANI BAWARDI
Using previously untapped archives to reclaim a forgotten history, this groundbreaking study traces Arab American advocacy to the early twentieth century, when mass immigration as a result of Arab grievances with Ottoman Turks fostered a unified Arab American political identity.

UT Press controls all rights
May 2014 | 6 x 9 | 394 pp. | 47 b&w photos | $65.00 hardcover
Western Representations of the Muslim Woman
From Termagant to Odalisque
BY MOHJA KAHF

How the image of Muslim women changed in Western literature from medieval times to the Romantic era.

UT Press controls all rights
June 1999 | 6 x 9 | 219 pp. | $25.00 paperback
Rights sold: Turkish

Science in Medieval Islam
An Illustrated Introduction
BY HOWARD R. TURNER

This book offers a fully illustrated, highly accessible introduction to the scientific achievements of medieval Islam.

UT Press controls all rights
November 1997 | 6 x 9 | 288 pp. | 98 halftones, 8 line drawings | 3 maps | $24.95 paperback
Rights sold: Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, and Arabic
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Exclusive rights

**Robert Gilodi**
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Non-exclusive rights
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**france**
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